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Gujarat has carried out 52,923
tests in the last 24 hours

Ahmedabad : Gujarat
COVID-19 f igures on
Thursday touched 1,64,121
as the state recorded 1136
new cases. The cases have
dipped below the 1,300
level after more than a
month and below 1,200
after several months.  The
state has recorded over
1,300 cases for 26 days now
while it has recorded over
1,400 cases for nine days so
far.   The state has carried
out 52,923 tests in the last
24 hours. 1,201 patients

were cured of COVID-19 in
the state in the last 24 hours
taking the recovery rate to
89.15%. The state has in all
recorded 14,143 act ive
cases of which 72 are on
ventilator support. So far
1,46,308 patients have
recovered from the disease
in the state. The state also
saw 7 fatalities due to the
disease. Of these, three
were in Ahmedabad and
two in Rajkot. One each was
recorded in Chhota Udepur
and Surat. Of the total
deaths in Surat  and
Ahmedabad, two were in
AMC and one in SMC limits.
With th is ,  the Gujarat
COVID-19 fatalities stand at
3,670. The addition of three

fatalities reported in the
past 24 hours has taken the
death toll due to COVID-19
in Ahmedabad to 1,885.
The death toll has increased
to 833 in Surat, whereas it
remains 206 for Vadodara
and 88 for Gandhinagar.

Surat city saw 167 new
cases being recorded while
64 were reported from the
distr ic t .  S imi lar ly,  the
Ahmedabad Corporation
area had 163 new cases
whi le i t  was 16 in the
distr ic t .  Vadodara and
Gandhinagar corporations
respectively recorded 40
and 18 cases. Interestingly,
the city limits of Gandhinagar
had fewer cases than the
district. The state has so far
crossed over 1,200 cases
per day 11 times. Gujarat
has recorded over 1,100
cases 27 times, over 1,000
cases 20 times, over 900
cases nine times and over
800 cases for  four
consecutive days. It has
recorded more than 700
cases in a day five times so
far. The state has carried out
52,923 tests in the last 24
hours. 1,201 patients were
cured of COVID-19 in the
state in the last 24 hours
taking the recovery rate to
89.15%.

PM Modi to virtually launch several projects
of importance for Gujarat on October 24

Gandhinagar: Prime
Minister Narendra Modi will
virtually launch from New
Delhi several projects of
importance for Gujarat on
October 24, 2020. Gujarat
Chief Minister Vijay Rupani
and Energy Minister
Saurabhbhai Patel will
participate in the events by
being present at Junagadh
during the launch of rope-
way to Dattatreya temple
atop Girnar Hills and during
the launch of ‘Kisan

Suryodaya Yojna’ to provide
electricity during daytime
initially to about 2,000 to
3,000 farmers of Gir-
Somnath, Patan and Dahod
districts. The rope-way to the
Girnar Hills, Asia’s biggest, will
present a panoramic view of
the Gir Forests for lakhs of
tourists visiting Lions
sanctuary.  Increased footfall
of tourists will result in more
jobs for the local people. At
present, the pilgrims to the
Dattatreya temple have to

climb up over 10,000 steps.
Deputy Chief Minister
Nitinbhai Patel and Revenue
Minister Kaushikbhai Patel will
be present during the
opening of 850 additional
beds equipped with latest
equipment at the UN Mehta
Heart Research Institute and
a separate hospital for
children born with congenital
heart diseases, completed at
a cost of Rs.470-crore at the
Asia’s biggest Civil Hospital
campus in Ahmedabad.

Income Tax Department conducts
search, seizure operation in Ahmedabad

Ahmedabad: The
Income Tax Department
has conducted a search &
seizure action based on
credible intelligence at
Ahmedabad in the case of
a group engaged in the
businesses of real estate,
construction and land
trading. The search was
conducted at 27 premises,
which included offices and
residences of some
associates also. During the
search, unexplained cash of
around Rs 69 lakh and
jewellery of around Rs 82
lakh have been seized till
now. Besides, 18 bank
lockers have been found
and placed under restraint.
A large number of
incriminating documents
and digital data in mobile
phones, pen-drives and
computers have also been
found and seized. The
group had around 96
companies at a few
common addresses, which
were being used for routing
money and for landholding.
Most of the companies are
found to have no real
business and very few
returns of income have
been filed. Many have not
filed returns with ROC. Some
directors of these concerns,
other than main family
members, have accepted to
be dummy directors with
mere signing roles.
Innovative methods of tax
evasion by increasing the

cost of properties through
intra-group transactions, on
which tax is not paid, have
been noticed. Substantial
evidence of transactions
outside the regular books of
accounts, unaccounted
cash expenses, and cash
advances received and
interest paid in cash have
been found. Evidence of on-
money transactions and
corresponding unaccounted
investments of about Rs
100 crore in real estate
projects-flats, shops and
land deals have been found.
A large number of
documents relating to
properties, held in the
names of several
cooperative societies, have
been found from a secret
location. The real owners of
these land holdings are
being investigated and
applicabil ity of the
Prohibit ion of Benami
Property Transactions Act,
1988 is also being
examined. Registered and
notarized sale-purchase
agreements of agricultural
lands with substantial cash
component have also been
found. At one of the
premises, evidence
pertaining to unaccounted
property transactions up to
Rs 150 crores have been
found. Further
investigations are in
progress. The search was
conducted at 27 premises,
which included offices and

residences of some associates
also. During the search,
unexplained cash of around
Rs 69 lakh and jewellery of
around Rs 82 lakh have been
seized till now. Many have not
filed returns with ROC. Some
directors of these concerns,
other than main family
members, have accepted to
be dummy directors with
mere signing roles.
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Janta Daal United will help Gujarat youth and small
businessmen to grow in entrepreneurship

Ahmedabad: The Corona
pandemic has affected the
entire world, leaving many
unemployed and many
migrant workers left their
homes. During this difficult
time, JD(U) Gujarat is going
to launch an app called "Zero
Berojgaree". The main
purpose of this application is
to save people from
unemployment by creating
entrepreneurs. This
application can be used by
young people and small
businessmen to generate
their own inquiries, with the
help of JDU professional
trainers, motivators and
psychologists; it will provide
training to young people on

how to become entrepreneurs
and small business owners to
grow their business. Right
now entrepreneurship is true
vaccine. In further Secretary
General Bishwajeet pomade
said JD(U) Gujarat  will
context next al l Taluka,
Distr ict Panchayat and
Corporation wil l  f ield
candidates on all the sheets
in the election The "Zero
Berojgaree" app will have
features like order place,
suffering and no charges
appointment. JD(U) Gujarat
believes that people should
work according to their skills
so in that al l  working
professionals can be
developed. (19-10)

Zee Cinema promotes the World
Television Premiere of Dabangg 3

Ahmedabad, 'Jo dushmano
se na daare woh dabangg,
apno ke pyaar pe jo mare woh
dabangg aur jo mask pehen
kar bahar nikle woh dabangg'.
Spreading the awareness
around the need of the hour
social message along with a
power packed punch of
dhamkedar entertainment is
Zee Cinema's World Television
Premiere of the Salman Khan
starrer 'Dabangg 3'this
Sunday, 25th October at 12
noon. Just like how the
nation's beloved 'Chulbul
Pandey' a.k.a Robinhood
Pandey wins over the evil with
his Dabanggai ishtyle, Zee
Cinema urges the audience to
be 'Dabangg' by doing a
simple task i.e wear a mask
when you step out through its
campaign # Dabangg Bano
MaskPehno.  The third edition
of the dhamakedar franchise
that revolves around the most

loved cop Chulbul Pandey
a.k.a Robin Hood Pandey is here
to, once again, whisk you away
with his heroic punches and
quirky world. But this time his
story starts from where it all
began! With Dabangg 3,
Director Prabhu Deva marks his
second association with mega
star Salman Khan and yet again
the movie successfully took the
box office by storm. Touted as
the masala family entertainer,
the movie will witness Salman
Khan, Sonakshi Sinha & Arbaaz
Khan reprise their roles. And,
adding a refreshing vibe to the
franchise will be the debutante
Saiee Manjrekar and Kichcha
Sudeep. Be it the high voltage
action, power packed
dialogues, heartfelt emotions,
rib-tickling comedy or
masaledar jukebox the film has
it all, ensuring a blockbuster
movie viewing experience for
you. (14-2)

Shruti Kukreja, a renowned name in the field of
Make-up arts and modeling who is originally from
Dehradun. She completed her schooling in Delhi and
graduated from Lucknow. She had a great interest in
makeup arts since childhood so for her further studies
she joined Scandivania Makeup School, Europe, and
started her career in this profession and emerged as
a pioneer in the world of makeup and creates beautiful
masterpieces with enthusiasm and dedication.  With
a diverse knowledge about beauty and makeup, Shruti
has done a great job in Barcelona as a makeup artist
and was admired for her expert skills and mesmerizing
transformations that she did with her great efforts
and passion. She achieved a global experience and a
strong portfolio backing her talent.  Shruti is known
to take pride in her makeup looks and her happy
clients are a testimony to her skills and dedication.
Using the best of skills and products, shruti’s work is
almost magical. As She thinks that the industry needs
to upgrade the skills and efficiency, Shruti has now
decided to share her knowledge and skills with those
who are passionate about the makeup arts and bring
them into the field. Now she is introducing American
and European techniques that are more affordable,
interesting, and convenient. In order to provide a

Renowned name in field of Make-up arts and modeling, Shruti Kukreja

platform to the newcomers to teach and advance the skills of makeup arts shruti made an
initiative and opened an institution named Shruti Kukreja Makeup Institute (SKMI) in Delhi
offering a wide range of professional courses from basic concepts  like advanced analysis of
hair, skin, complexion features to the professional concepts like color correction, beautification,
and product differentiation for different skin and hair types to enhance the creativity and skills
of the youngsters.

A key road linked to
SG highway opened

by AMC
Ahmedaba: Amdavad

Municipal Corporation (AMC)
today said it has opened a 350
meter long and 12 meter wide
road in Bodakdev area. The
road opened today connects
city’s SG Highway to Shambhu
Coffee Bar/Global Hospital.
AMC opened it by demolishing
two constructions and 6 cross
walls that were blocking the
road. The action was taken in
Town Planning scheme
number 50, that had received
preliminary approval in year
2011.  For last 9 years this
road could not be opened
due to litigation and other
reasons. Today with the
help of Vastrapur police,
the construction blocking
the road were demolished.
The AMC statement said
that this road will be made
motorable in coming days
by Engineering department.
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